
Literacy and Numeracy Trail

Use a zoo map to find the animals and to help
you answer the questions!
Hello little Zoo Keepers, welcome to Welsh
Mountain Zoo! There are lots of things for
you to do to keep you busy.
Firstly can you fill in your zookeeper badge
on the last page and draw a picture of
yourself so all of the animals know who you
are?

When you’re finished, you can start to
answer the questions in this booklet.
Remember to ask for help if you don’t
understand something.

Have a great day!

Zookeeper Badge
Name:

Age:

Favourite animal:

Picture of yourself:



Chimpanzee

How many Chimpanzees can you see?

Are the Chimpanzees big or small?

Big Small

What shapes can you see in the Chimpanzee enclosure?

Square Circle Triangle

Penguins

How many Penguins are in the water?

What are Penguins covered with?

Fur Scales

Can you tell a friend what the other Penguins are doing?

Camels

We need to find out a few very important pieces of information
about the Camels before you go. We think you are perfect for the
job!

Can you find out how many...

Legs 1 Camel has.

Legs 2 Camels have

Humps one Camel has

Humps 2 Camels have

Well done little Zoo Keepers!
You have all worked very hard today and made
our animals very happy. We hope you have
enjoyed yourselves. The animals have certainly
enjoyed having you here.

We hope to see you again soon!



Flamingos
What colour are the Flamingos?

What is there a lot of in their enclosure?

Show a friend some of the different birds you can see in this
enclosure.

Sea Lions

How many Sea Lions can you see?

What do you think our Sea Lions like to eat?

Remember to clap your hands if you see the Sea Lions doing
some tricks!

Rocks Sand Trees Grass Water

Fish Bread Fruit Vegetables Burgers

Alligators
Look in the Alligator House at the Fish in the water and the
Alligator.

Which do you think is the heaviest?

1 Alligator 50 Fish

Meerkats

How many Meerkats can you see?

What are the Meerkats doing? Circle the answers.

Show a friend your best Meerkat impression.

Looking out for danger

Sunbathing

SleepingEating

Running Playing Digging

Green  Orange  Red  Black  Pink
White  Purple   Blue  Yellow  Gold



Burmese python
Tell a friend how long you think the Python is?

As long as...

One teacher’s leg

Five teacher’s legs

Ten teacher’s legs

Which snake do you think is the shortest?

Can you use one, two or all of these WOW words to make a
sentence about a Snake?

What other words can you think of?

Speedy Sneaky

Slithering

Tigers

How many Tigers can you see?

How many legs has each Tiger got?

What kind of noise does a Tiger make?

Squeak Roar Hiss

Can you scare a friend with your loudest roar?

Condor

How many different types of bird can
you see in this enclosure?

Who is the biggest?

Condor Egret Ibis

How do you think these birds normally move around?

Walk Swim Fly


